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Appendix A 
DawnEdit – Parameter and Message Database Editor 
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This is a detailed description of DawnEdit and its features.  
For basic use with the DAWN Mini Loggers, refer to the  

main section of the Mini Logger User’s Guide. 
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Appendix A 
DawnEdit 

 

1. DawnEdit  
DawnEdit contains two tabs (tables): the Message tab and Parameters tab. The Parameters tab 
contains the higher level information that is more relevant to the data acquisition user and 
contains the scaling information. 
 
The following is a flow chart showing how DawnEdit is used. 
 

 
 
Several sample databases are provided for OBD and J1939. 

A.1 Messages 

The Messages tab defines the messages for the desired information from the network. If you 
need to enter your own information, this is where you should start before you enter information in 
the Parameters database. First, you should type in a name for each message. The message 
name ties the two DAWN database tables together. 
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  A.1.1 Message Name 
The message name should be unique. The table is sorted by the message name. The message 
name consists of two parts: Type and Number. Each will now be described. 
 
    A.1.1.1 Type 
The first part (prefix) of the Message name is its Type. The more common message types are: 
 

Acronym Automotive 
Test Mode 

Endian Scaling Description 

     

PID $01 B O Parameter ID. Used for OBD-II messages. OBD 
messages uses mode $01. PID length is 1 byte. 

SCL $06 B -- Scaling for mode $06. 

MID $06 B -- Message ID for mode $06. 

TID $06 B -- Test ID for mode $06. 

EPID $21 B O Extended PID. 1 Byte PIDs, typically controller specific. 

FPID $22 B 2 Similar to PID but header has 2 bytes of data. Standard 
corporate wide for all controllers. Also called a LID. 

DPID OEM 
Dependent 

B  Dynamic Packet ID. Groups PIDs together into one 
message for greater efficiency and refers to a specific 
ECU. 

NORM NA B 2 OR O (a.k.a. functional / standard). Occurs during normal 
operation. 

PGN NA L O Parameter Group Name. Used with J1939. 

ACAN NA B O Analog CAN. 

ANL NA -- O Analog from A/D. 

 
Other abbreviations are: 

 B=Big Endian,  L=Little Endian 

 O = Offset Binary (need to handle offset);  2=2’s compliment (offset is handled) 

 SID = Service Identifier = Test Mode = Service Number. Defined in J1979 as $01 to $09. 
In J2190 Modes $00 to 7F are defined. OEM’s define numbers higher than 7F for their 
vehicles. The SID number must be included in each diagnostic request message. 

 TID = Test ID. Mode $05, $06 and $08 for J1979. 

 CID = Component ID. Mode $06 for J1979. 
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 DID = Data Identifier 

 DTC = Diagnostic Trouble Code. Mode $03 & $07. Define in J2012. The prefix B= Body 
($80), C= Chassis ($40), P= Powertrain (00), and U = Network. The format for body is 
B0xxx – B3xxx. For example, P0219 designates engine overspeed condition.  

 AID = Arbitration ID = Used for CAN messages. 

 Others. You can use any message ID in DawnEdit, but the logger must recognize the 
prefix. The ones listed above are the commonly used types. 

 User Defined: message type where the user can define a complete message including 
the associated mode to be used. The last two columns are not used unless User-Defined 
is selected.  

 
The message type determines the mode. The mode is assumed to be constant for a given 
manufacturer for a specific type of message.  
 
When entering in the Message Type, the software will auto generate the message type. For 
example if you type N it will create NORM- for you. This way you only need to type N and the 
number to save you time. 
 
The first time you type P, you must also type the entire acronym as either PID- or PGN-. After you 
do it once, then the software will auto generate the text you typed. The assumption is that any 
database will not have both PIDs and PGNs. 
 
 
    A.1.1.2 Number 
The second part of the Message name is its Number. OEMs usually define these numbers for a 
given message. The numbers are usually defined as hex numbers (J1939 is an exception) so 
letters from A to F may also be used. The number may be 2 to 4 characters long (1 – 2 bytes) 
depending on the Test Mode (Test ID). Normal messages must be 2 bytes long.  
 
When you type the message ID, once you type the first letter, the rest of the letters and a dash (–) 
will automatically be typed for you. So all you need to do is type the first letter and then the 
number. For example, to enter PID-48 type P48 and it will then read and be stored as PID-48. 
 
The following dialog is used to enter Message Names. 
 

 
 
In summary, the message name consists of both the Type and Number. The Type defines the 
Mode (also called Test Mode or Service ID). Also, the first column that defines the Message 
Name is used to link the Messages table to the Parameters table. A separate Messages table 
allows the user to define a message once and then reference it several times for different 
parameters.  
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ADVANCED FEATURES 
The following items in the remainder of this section are advanced features that are not generally 
needed, but may be valuable to advanced users. 
 
  A.1.2.1 Target ECU (OBD-II Only) 
There are a few reasons why you would want to specify the target (source) ECU for a message. 

1. If a diagnostic message is broadcast, then some parameters will have multiple 
responses. For example on a hybrid vehicle, engine RPM may be sent from both the 
engine and hybrid controllers. If both inputs are acquired the signal often looks noisy 
since there is a slight time offset in the data since the engine ECU is probably 
transmitting the data to the hybrid ECU which is then re-transmitting the data. If you only 
want it from the engine controller the target ECU must be specified. 

2. Certain Test Modes, such as mode $22 using EPIDs requires the target ECU to be 
specified. 

3. For normal (non-diagnostic) messages that broadcast, the source address is not part of 
the message ID. 

 
There are two standard target ECU’s for OBD-II using CAN: 
 
E8 – Engine Controller 
E9 – Transmission Controller 
 
The other controller IDs are not standard and can change between manufacturers. To specify a 
target ECU write only the 2 character HEX value for that controller in the Target ECU column. 
 
  A.1.2.1.1 Multiple ECUs for a Single PID (OBD-II Only) 

If you wish to use multiple ECUs for one PID, you need to create a distinct message for each 
ECU. The Message Name must follow this convention: PID-XX (ID). For example EPID-33 (E8). 
Make sure to also enter the target ECU hex value under the Target ECU column.  

Next, go to the Parameters Tab and find the parameters to acquire for that PID. Change the 
target Message under the Message column to match the correct controller. Then use the 
Duplicate Record button and give new Parameter a distinctive name. Also, change the Message 
column to match the other ECU for that message. 

 
  A.1.2.2 Target ECU (J1939) 
 

Since most J1939 messages are broadcast, then there is only one condition when a target 
(source) ECU needs to be specified. This is when the same PGN is transmitted from more than 
one controller and you don’t want to combine the outputs from all controllers into one parameter’s 
data array.  

The filtering for J1939 messages occurs in DawnEdit as a post process, since the logger will 
acquire all messages for a given PGN regardless of the source controller. 
 
To specify which ECU to use during IOS file conversion, DawnEdit uses the Message Name 
column. The following process is recommended for J1939: 
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1. In the Message Tab insert a new Message Record with the name following the 

convention PGN-XX (ID). For example PGN-65265 (0B). 

2. In the Parameters Tab locate all the Parameters to acquire with that PGN and change the 
target Message under the Message column to match the controller (source) that you 
want. You can simultaneously acquire the same parameter, using the same PGN, from 
multiple controllers, or from just one specific controller. 

3. If using multiple ECUs for one PGN, you need to have a distinctive message for each 
Parameter. Create multiple messages for one PGN using the step 1 above. Then under 
the Parameter Tab you should use the Duplicate Record button, and give the duplicate 
Parameter a distinctive name, such as the source controller hex code, controller name, or 
other meaningful text.  

 
  A.1.3 Rate 
Use this column to override the sample rate (for a specific message) defined in the Create Mini 
Logger Config File dialog. This allows you to acquire parameters at different rates. Note, doing 
this may make it more difficult to plot and analyze the data if you have different array lengths 
depending on the post display and analysis software you choose, 
   
  
 A.1.4 Output Message 
Not used for Mini Loggers. If the message type is selected to be User Defined, then the Output 
Message column will be active, otherwise it is ignored. This column allows the user to bypass 
DAWN’s assistance in automatically creating a message, and allows the user to write the 
complete message that DAWN will send out.  
 
Part of this message is the mode. Creating your own message could be advantageous in the 
early part of a development cycle where a PID or other message type is not yet defined. Also the 
user may want to change a setting in an ECU and this is the quickest way for him to do it. This is 
an advanced feature. Contact HEM Data if you need this feature. 
 
 
  A.1.5 Message Format 
Use the Message Format column to designate the data format if it is different from the DawnEdit 
default. For the Mini Loggers, Little Endian is used for the files written by the J1939 Mini Logger 
and Big Endian is used for the files written by the OBD Mini Logger. To specify the format for a 
specific parameter within a message, see section A.2.4 Byte Start and Stop. 

 
Big Endian: *B 
Little Endian: *L 
Two’s Compliment: *2 

 
Note that these flags can be followed by anything so you could use *BIG, *LittleEndian, 
*BIG_ENDIAN *2, etc. 
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A.2 Parameter Tab 

  A.2.1 Parameter Name & Label 
The Parameter Name is intended to be the official name designated by the OEM or standards. In 
contrast the Label, the last column, can be changed to better fit the user’s needs, either by 
making it more descriptive or shortening the name. The Label is used by DawnEdit during 
conversion of logger data and by DawnPlot. Initially, the Label column defaults to the same name 
as the first column. Each Parameter Name must be unique and each Label must be unique. 
 
To enter a new name, select Edit, Insert Record and the following dialog will appear. Type in the 
name of the parameter and click OK. 
 

 
 

  A.2.2 Enable 
This column defines whether the parameter in this specific row will be acquired. 
 
  A.2.3 Parameter Message 
Since the Message Name has already been defined in the Messages table, the available 
message names are displayed in a dropdown list. This has two advantages. One is that the user 
doesn’t need to type in the name of the message, and two, he can only select a message name 
that has already been defined. This is why you need to start with the Messages table before using 
the Parameters table. 
 
  A.2.4 Byte Start and Stop 
Within a network message, DAWN needs to know where the parameter data is located. This is 
defined by the Byte Start and Stop numbers. The parameter data (which can be any number of 
bits defined below by Bit Start and Bit Stop) can start at any Byte number and stop at any valid 
Byte Number. 
 
The number of bytes determines the range and resolution of the data. A number that is 1 byte 
wide (8 bits) has values from 0 to 255 counts. It is calculated by  

 
no. of counts = 2 ^ # of bits.  
 

For reference, 12 bits has 4096 counts and 16 bits (2 bytes) has 65,536 counts 
 
To be able to designate a different data format (Little or Big Endian), the start byte and stop byte 
is reversed. For example if the message included bytes 3 and 4, the start byte would be 4. This 
would override the message setting format specified in the Message Format column under the 
Message Tab. The latter overrides the default format assumed by DawnEdit. For the Mini 
Loggers, Little Endian is used for the files written by the J1939 Mini Logger and Big Endian is 
used for the files written by the OBD Mini Logger. 
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A.2.5 Bit Start and Stop 
Once the Byte Start and Stop locations are defined, the number of bits associated with the 
parameter data must be defined. The parameter data can be smaller than a byte (8 bits from 0 to 
7) or greater than a byte (such as 12 or 16 bit) or even a single bit. For example, a status flag 
such as on/off or pass/fail may be as small as 1 bit. Often many of these status parameters (or 
flags) are packed into 1 byte. These two columns define the size of the parameter data. 
 
DawnEdit uses the OBD convention. Byte numbering starts at 1 and bit number starts at 0. Below 
are a few example entries and their parameter lengths. 
 

Byte Start Byte Stop Bit Start Bit Stop Length 

3 3 0 7 8 bits 

3 4 0 3 12 bits 

3 4 0 7 16 bits 

 
For reference, the number of counts for a specific number of bits is calculated using the same 
formula listed in the previous section. 
 
  A.2.6 Factor and Offset 
Factor is the value that converts the raw parameter data from counts to engineering units (EU). 
This allows the user to view the parameter data in convenient terms. If we were measuring RPM 
and the scale factor is 0.25 RPM/count then a measured value of 12,000 counts (2EE0h) = 3000 
RPM. The factor is the minimum resolution that can be measured.  
 
Offset is the value used to define a value for 0 counts. Normally 0 count = 0 EU but not always. 
By having an offset, the parameter can have negative numbers. For offset binary data such as 
OBD-II, if the Parameter range is from -120 to 134, then the offset is -120, i.e. the offset and 
minimum are the same. If the data is 2’s compliment, then the offset is generally not used 
because it is already taken into account.  
 
Also, with 2’s compliment the most significant digit may designate the sign. Therefore, you need 
to know the data type if you are entering a parameter into DawnEdit if the minimum value is 
negative.   
 
  A.2.7 Minimum and Maximum 
By defining the minimum and maximum the user knows what range to expect. 
 
It is generally recommended that the database reflects what the actual minimum and maximum 
values are, especially if other users will be accessing this database. However, you do have the 
option of defining the minimum and maximum to any value you wish. 
 
If you do change the limits for minimum and maximum you should be careful if other people are 
using this database that they are not confused by the new limits.  
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A.3 Database Editor Tips 

The following are key items that you should know about the database editor: 

- There is some error trapping that will try to prevent incorrect entries. For example the 
legitimate entries bit numbers, it is 0 to 7.  

- If you start typing in a cell and don’t want to save the entry then press the Esc key. 

- Highlight a group of rows in the Enable column to change the setting of that group to 
checked or unchecked. 

- Click on the Enable column heading. This will show you all of the parameters that you 
have specified to acquire. Click on the Name header to sort by name again.  

 

 
A.4 Menu Descriptions of Database Editor 

The menus and icons are now described. 
 
File 
The options under File are similar to any Microsoft Windows application. They include: New, 
Open, Save, Save As. All file options are related to the database.  
 
Edit 
Edit contains the standard Copy and Paste cells, plus Insert Record and Delete Record. A 
Record is a row in the database. Also, there are the standard Find and Replace functions. 
 
Make 
The make menu provides features to make new databases from existing information. The options 
are now described. 
 

Extract J1939 Messages to Database 
First a data file should be created by running the J1939 Mini logger on a vehicle with no 
config.txt file. The J1939 messages are matched to the open DawnEdit J1939 database as a 
basis for extracting matching messages. By looking at the file, the software then only uses 
the portion of the database that is relevant to the message file. Therefore, this will create a 
more compact, useful database that is specific to a test vehicle. After using this action, the 
user should save the new database file with a new name. 

 
Extract OBD PIDs to Database 
First an IOS file should be created by requesting PID $00 on the target vehicle. Then the IOS 
file messages are matched to the open DawnEdit OBD database. By looking at the IOS file, 
the software removes the PIDs that are not available on the vehicle. Therefore, this will 
create a more compact, useful database that is specific to a test vehicle. After using this 
action, the user should save the new database file with a new name. 

 
Extract Toyota EPIDs 
First an IOS file should be created by requesting EPID $A8 from the desired controllers on a 
Toyota vehicle. Next the user should create a Toyota database by using Make -> Make OEM 
Database. DawnEdit then filters the database using the responses in the chosen IOS file. 
 
Import DBC Database 
This will convert a Vector DBC database to a DawnEdit database. 
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Make OEM Database 
Contact HEM Data for access to OEM specific databases. 

 
Logger 
The Logger menu is for configuring and converting data with the DAWN Mini Loggers. 
 

Create Mini Logger Config File 
See the Mini-Logger User’s Guide 
 
Create Mini Logger Prefs File 
See the Mini-Logger User’s Guide 
 
Convert Mini Logger Data File to CSV 
Converts Mini-Logger files. See the Mini-Logger User’s Guide 

 
Help 
       About  About screen for DawnEdit2. 
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A.5 DawnEdit Toolbar Description 

The toolbar will now be described moving from left to right. 
 

 
 
The first four icons are related to the File Menu. They are: 

 Create a new Database 

 Open an existing database 

 Save the database (with same name). 

 Save the database with a new name 
 
The next button group has shortcuts to: 
 
Logger –> Create Mini Logger Config File  
Logger –> Create Mini Logger Prefs File 
Logger –> Convert Mini Logger Data File to CSV 
 
The next group is Copy and Paste a cell. 
 
The next group of icons contains  

 Insert a new record 

 Delete record(s) that you have highlighted 
 
The last two icons will Copy and Duplicate rows (records). 
 
The tabs for the Messages and Parameters are at the far right. 
 
 

A.6 Migrating from the original DawnEdit.exe 
 
This section applies to users who have created a database with DawnEdit.exe and are now using 
DawnEdit2.  
 
To load a DawnEdit.exe database in DawnEdit2: 
 
1. Make sure DawnEdit.exe is closed. 
 
2. Open DawnEdit2.   
 
3. In DawnEdit2Choose File –> Open DawnEdit CSV File…. 
 
4. Locate the database folder used for the DawnEdit.exe database. There will be a .csv file with 
the same name located in the folder. Open the file and the database will load. 
 
5. Save the open database. This database will be saved as a .xml file. Note: changes in 
DawnEdit2 do not automatically save, and the save button must be used to save changes. 


